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Collaborative 3D Object Detection for Autonomous
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Abstract— 3D object detection from LiDAR point cloud is a
challenging task in autonomous driving systems. Collaborative
perception can incorporate information from spatially diverse
sensors and provide significant benefits for accurate 3D object
detection from point clouds. In this work, we consider that the
autonomous vehicle uses local point cloud data and combines
information from neighboring infrastructures through wireless
links for cooperative 3D object detection. However, information
sharing among vehicles and infrastructures in predefined com-
munication schemes may result in communication congestion
and/or bring limited performance improvement. To this end,
we propose a novel collaborative 3D object detection framework
using an encoder-decoder network architecture and an attention-
based learnable communications scheme. It consists of three
components: a feature encoder network that maps point clouds
into feature maps; an attention-based communication module
that propagates compact and fine-grained query feature maps
from the vehicle to support infrastructures, and optimizes atten-
tion weights between query and key to refine support feature
maps; a region proposal network that fuses local feature maps
and weighted support feature maps for 3D object detection.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed framework on
CARLA-3D, a new dataset that we synthesized using CARLA
for 3D cooperative object detection. Experimental results and
bandwidth consumption analysis show that the proposed collab-
orative 3D object detection framework achieves a better detection
performance and communication bandwidth trade-off than five
baseline 3D object detection models under different detection
difficulties.

Index Terms— Collaborative perception, learnable communi-
cations, 3D object detection, autonomous driving.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACORE component of autonomous driving vehicles or
self-driving vehicles is their perceived ability to sense the

surrounding environment and make decisions accordingly. The
reliability of perception algorithms has improved significantly
in the past few years due to the development of deep neural
networks (DNNs) that can reason in 3D and intelligently
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fuse multi-sensor data, such as RGB-D images, LiDAR point
clouds, and GPS locations [1], [2], [3]. However, precise and
comprehensive perception is still a challenging task, especially
when objects are heavily occluded or far away, resulting in
sparse observations. This is because the sensors equipped
on a vehicle with partial observability and local viewpoints
have limited sensing ability in complex driving environments.
Recently, collaborative perception, studying how to fuse infor-
mation from multiple neighboring sensors, has received atten-
tion from industry and academia. Collaborative perception
enables a driving system to have a longer perception range and
reduce blind spots caused by occlusions from one perspective
to improve overall accuracy towards perception tasks, such
as instance segmentation or object detection. Compared with
local perception, cooperative perception has the advantage
of augmenting the observation from different perspectives,
as well as expanding the perception range beyond the line
of sight or field of view up to the boundary of autonomous
vehicles [4].

One major challenge for cooperative perception on mul-
tiple connected agents is how to design an effective com-
munication scheme to exchange information among agents,
since a high bandwidth communication scheme results in
network congestion and latency in the autonomous vehicle
network. In this work, we formulate a cooperative 3D object
detection problem where a vehicle can communicate with
other agents to improve its perceptual abilities in its own
field of view. Unlike existing works where communication
protocol is predefined and/or unified, we consider a vehi-
cle can learn to communicate with other support agents
intelligently.

To learn the communication protocol by agents themselves,
most works adopt the reinforcement learning approach. They
assume all agents are connected and information can be
shared across all agents in a centralized manner. The key
idea is learning a shared DNN to encode observations into
features, then fusing features from all agents based on attention
mechanism [5], [6], and finally decoding the fused features for
perception or decision-making. Recently, intermediate feature-
based fusion has also been developed for autonomous vehi-
cles [7], [8], [9], [10]. Deep neural features are extracted
and shared across multiple neighboring agents for a com-
plete and accurate understanding of the driving environment.
However, transmitting feature maps across a fully-connected
graph would bring high communication costs and delays,
especially when the cross-agent bandwidth is limited. We thus
face the problem of designing an effective communication
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scheme under bandwidth constraints for cooperative 3D object
detection.

To tackle the issue, we propose a multi-agent collaborative
3D object detection framework, where vehicles learn to com-
municate with support infrastructures in an end-to-end learning
manner. To consider the trade-off between detection accuracy
and communication bandwidth, we design an attention-based
communication mechanism and employ centralized training
and decentralized inference. During training, the vehicle
broadcasts its query information from all neighboring infras-
tructures. Then, each neighboring infrastructure computes a
learned matching score between its local information and
the information received from the vehicle, and sends back
the matching score and the encoded feature maps. The vehi-
cle learns attention weights regarding feature importance for
cooperative 3D object detection. During inference, the vehicle
determines which infrastructure it should communicate with
based on the learned attention weights. The communication
group dynamically changes and the framework is trained in
an end-to-end manner using LiDAR point cloud data.

Furthermore, to evaluate the proposed approach, we build
a new cooperative 3D object detection dataset CARLA-3D
using the Car Learning to Act (CARLA) simulator [11].
In CARLA-3D, multiple autonomous vehicles are driving
in urban environments with diverse 3D models of static
objects such as roads, buildings, vegetation, traffic signs, and
infrastructure, as well as dynamic objects such as vehicles
and pedestrians. All models share a common scale and their
sizes correspond to those of objects in the real world. The
dataset includes the objects in the vehicle’s field of view
as the target objects. We compared the proposed framework
with a local perception model, three centralized cooperative
perception models and a decentralized model on CARLA-3D.
Our experimental results show that our cooperative perception
approach using the attention-based communication scheme
provides a better performance-bandwidth trade-off for 3D
object detection. Our main contributions are summarized as
follows.

• We consider a challenging task of how to balance detec-
tion accuracy and communication bandwidth in multi-
agent cooperative 3D object detection and present a novel
framework that learns to construct communication groups
under bandwidth constraints for cooperative 3D object
detection in autonomous vehicle systems.

• We design an attention-based communication mechanism
that trained in an end-to-end manner to learn attention
weights of all neighboring infrastructures without manu-
ally labeling the ground-truth infrastructure for commu-
nication. It adaptively fuses feature maps from one of
neighboring infrastructures during inference to balance
detection performance and bandwidth usage.

• We build a new dataset CARLA-3D that provides LiDAR
point clouds of multi-agents for better evaluating cooper-
ative 3D object detection in autonomous vehicle systems.

• We provide comprehensive experiments on CARLA-3D
to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework
on cooperative 3D object detection and show how the

proposed framework outperforms local perception and
centralized perception methods in terms of detection
accuracy and communication consumption.

II. RELATED WORK

A. 3D Object Detection From Point Clouds

A variety of approaches have been proposed for 3D
object detection from point clouds. 3D object detection
methods based on point clouds can be categorized into
two classes: region proposal-based and single-shot methods.
Region proposal-based methods first propose several region
proposals containing objects and then determine the category
label of each proposal using extracted region-wise features.
In [12], a PointRCNN framework was proposed to generate
object proposals directly from the raw point cloud and then
refine the object proposals for predicting 3D bounding boxes.
Shi et al. [13] presented a 3D object detection framework,
named PointVoxel-RCNN, which deeply integrates both 3D
voxel convolutional neural network (CNN) and PointNet-based
set abstraction for accurate 3D object detection from point
clouds. Hu et al. [14] proposed a density-aware RoI grid
pooling module to aggregate spatially localized voxel features
for 3D proposals and probability score refinement.

Single-shot methods directly estimate class probabilities and
regress 3D bounding boxes of objects using a single-stage
network. Beltrán et al. [15] proposed a biednet architecture to
generate 3D proposals through a convolutional neural network.
Zhou and Tuzel [16] presented VoxelNet architecture to learn
discriminative features from point cloud and detect 3D objects.
Later, In [17], a 3D object detection approach named Point-
Pillars was proposed. PointPillars first utilizes PointNet [18]
to learn the feature representation of point clouds organized
in vertical columns (Pillars), and then encodes the learned
feature representation into a pseudo image. After that, a 2D
object detection pipeline is performed to predict 3D bounding
boxes with the object class. Liu et al. [19] introduced a robust
3D object detection framework, named TANet, consisting of a
triple attention module and a coarse-to-fine regression module
for accurate detection of the hard objects and robust detection
from noisy point cloud data. In contrast to doing 3D object
detection from a single point of view, this paper tackles
cooperative object detection problems in autonomous driving
scenarios where point clouds are gathered from multiple views.

B. Collaborative Perception

Collaborative perception approaches make perception based
on information from multiple sensors/agents. Existing coop-
erative perception approaches can be categorized into three
classes according to their information sharing strategies, which
are raw-data-based early fusion, feature-based intermediate
fusion, and output-based late fusion. Early fusion [20] fuses
raw point clouds collected from different positions and angles
for enhancing the detection ability of autonomous driving
systems. Although early fusion can improve the perception
performance by raw data sharing, it requires a lot of com-
munication bandwidth. Late fusion [21], [22] is a bandwidth-
efficient method, since it fuses detection results of all agents as
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the final outputs. However, it may fail to provide better detec-
tion results, since each individual perception error can directly
affect the final outputs and cause unsatisfying detection results.
Intermediate feature-based fusion can achieve good balance
between perception accuracy and communication bandwidth,
and has attracted increasing attention in recent years [8], [9],
[23], [24]. F-Cooper [7] introduced two feature-level fusion
schemes for collaborative perception. Who2com [24] pro-
posed a handshake communication mechanism to determine
communication group for cooperative perception. V2vnet [23]
presented a message passing mechanism to jointly perceive
and predict. Disconet [8] proposed a distilled collaboration
graph to model the collaboration among agents. OPV2V [10]
proposed a single-head self-attention module to fuse inter-
mediate features and improve perception performances.V2X-
ViT [9] proposed a novel holistic attention module to fuse
information across heterogeneous agents. Where2comm [25]
proposed a novel spatial-confidence-aware communication
strategy for communication-efficient collaborative perception.
This work tackles the problem of learning to communicate
with bandwidth constraints in collaborative perception for 3D
object detection.

C. Learning of Communications

Communications is a fundamental aspect of collaborative
perception, enabling connected sensors to work as a group for
effective perception and decision-making in wireless sensor
networks or multi-agent systems. Early works employed pre-
defined communication protocols [26], [27] or a unified com-
munication network [28], [29] instead of automatically learned
communication. Recently, a few approaches have involved
learning the communication of nodes/agents in multi-agent
reinforcement learning. Tan [27] used a neural model, named
CommNet, to model the communication scheme between
agents. CommNet considers full cooperation across agents,
and each agent broadcasts its state to a shared communica-
tion channel, and then the other agents use the integrated
information for perception. Peng et al. [30] proposed a bi-
directional recurrent neural network (BiCNet) based commu-
nication model to integrate node-specific information from
all connected nodes. Later, Jiang et al. [31] presented an
attentional communication model to learn when and how to
communicate for cooperative decision-making in large-scale
multi-agent systems. Liu et al. [24] designed a multi-stage
handshake communication mechanism that learns whom to
communicate for reducing bandwidth usage in multi-agent
cooperative perception tasks. Those tasks are built on simplis-
tic environments where each agent observes low-dimensional
2D images. We design an attention-based communication
block and integrate it into an encoder-decoder-based 3D object
detection architecture for a better performance-bandwidth
trade-off.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Let us consider an urban driving environment consisting
of N infrastructures and an autonomous vehicle. Each infras-
tructure i ∈ {1, · · · , N } includes a LiDAR sensor to perceive

Fig. 1. Illustration of an urban driving scenario for cooperative 3D detection.
Our cooperative system aims at improving the 3D object detection ability of
a vehicle using information from neighboring infrastructures.

its surrounding environment and captures LiDAR point cloud
data Si . Fig. 1 illustrates an urban driving scenario for our
cooperative perception. To benefit from cooperative percep-
tion, we assume that an autonomous vehicle v is equipped
with a wireless reception system and a local processor, and
the autonomous vehicle and neighboring infrastructures can
exchange information through wireless links, using the ded-
icated short-range communication (DSRC) [32] or the fifth-
generation (5G) technology. We consider each agent (vehicle
or infrastructure) has prior information about its pose, includ-
ing position and orientation. For local 3D object detection,
the autonomous vehicle uses its local point cloud data Sv
and a local processor for perception. For collaborative 3D
object detection, the vehicle integrates local point clouds
and information received from neighboring infrastructures
for better perception. However, there is a trade-off between
detection accuracy and communication bandwidth usage in
cooperative perception. Bandwidth and latency limitations
should be considered in the communication scheme design
to provide a better trade-off between detection accuracy and
bandwidth usage, and to scale in a bounded way to the number
of neighboring sensors. In this work, we assume the wireless
communication between the vehicle and infrastructures is
ideal, and all sensors are precisely synchronized in time. This
work aims to design a novel cooperative perception framework
to improve the 3D object detection accuracy of the vehicle
with limited transmission bandwidth. The network delay, clock
synchronization and communication losses will be considered
in future studies.

IV. COOPERATIVE 3D OBJECT DETECTION UNDER
BANDWIDTH CONSTRAINTS

In this section, we introduce a framework to tackle our
cooperative 3D object detection in detail. The overview of
our framework is shown in Fig. 2. Inspired by recent single-
shot object detection networks [16], [17], [33], our cooperation
detection framework follows an encoder-decoder architecture
and consists of three main parts: 1) Feature encoder network;
2) Attention-based communication block; 3) Region proposal
network. We use PointPillar [17] as the backbone of the feature
encoder network and region proposal network of the proposed
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Fig. 2. Overview of our framework for cooperative 3D object detection in
autonomous driving systems. Given point clouds from the autonomous vehicle
and neighboring infrastructures, the framework first maps point clouds into
feature maps locally using feature encoder networks. Later, an attention-based
communication block is performed to learn communication protocol using
feature maps extracted from the vehicle and infrastructures. After that, a region
proposal network is adopted to fuse feature maps and detect objects. The
framework is trained in an end-to-end manner.

Fig. 3. Architecture of the feature encoder network. The input point clouds
are first grouped into pillars, and then a convolution neural network is used
to learn feature maps.

framework because of its low optimized memory usage. The
proposed attention-based communication block can also be
extended to other encoder-decoder-based single and double-
stage 3D object detectors. In addition, this work adopts the
framework of centralized training and decentralized inference.
During training, the inputs of the proposed framework include
point clouds collected from the vehicle and infrastructures, and
the outputs are object labels and 3D boxes predicted from the
vehicle. During inference, the vehicle in our framework per-
forms in a bandwidth-limited manner by only communicating
with the selected infrastructure.

A. Feature Encoder Network

To process features for communication and detection, infras-
tructures and the vehicle first convert their collected point
clouds to features, see Fig. 3. Each infrastructure i converts
its collected point clouds Si to feature maps Fi = Ei (Si ) using
an encoder Ei , and the vehicle encodes its local data Sv into
feature maps Fv = Ev(Sv) using an encoder Ev . Let us denote
a point p j in the point cloud as

[
x j , y j , z j , r j

]T with coordi-
nates x j , y j , z j and reflectance r j . In the first step, the point
cloud data is discretized into evenly spaced grids, named pil-
lars in the x-y plane with the size of (lx , ly, lz), where lx , ly and
lz denote the width, length and height, respectively. Then the
set that all pillars are stacked, is defined as P = {Pk}k=1,··· ,K .
A pillar Pk =

{
pk j =

[
xk j , yk j , zk j , rk j

]T
∈ R4

}
j=1,··· ,�.

con-

tains a fixed number of points, denoted as �. Specifically, �
points are randomly selected when the number of points in a

Fig. 4. Illustration of the proposed attention-based communication module.
It consists of three steps: 1) the vehicle computes query information and
broadcasts it to all neighboring infrastructures; 2) each neighboring infras-
tructure computes key information and matching score between the local key
information and received query information, and sends back the score to the
vehicle; 3) the vehicle communicates with neighboring infrastructures based
on received attention scores for feature fusion.

pillar is greater than �, and zero padding is performed to get �
points when a pillar contains fewer points. A point pk j in the
pillar Pk is then augmented with a 9-dimensional (D = 9) vec-
tor, that is (xk j , yk j , zk j , rk j , xck j , yck j , zck j , xok j , yok j ), where
the c subscript denotes the distance to the arithmetic mean of
all points in the pillar, and the o subscript is the offset between
this point and center of the pillar in x-axis and y-axis. For
each sample of point clouds, this step creates a tensor of size
D×Q×�, where Q is the number of non-empty pillars. Then,
a 1 × 1 convolutional layer followed by batch normalization
(BN) [34] and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [35] is adopted to
generate a feature map with size of C × H × W , where C , H ,
and W denote channel number, length, and width, respectively.

B. Attention-Based Communication Module

Fig. 4 illustrates the proposed attention-based communi-
cation module. To process query information, the vehicle
first encodes feature maps Fv into compact query features
µ = Gv(Fv) using a convolutional network Gv . Then, the
vehicle broadcasts the query information to its neighboring
infrastructures. After that, each infrastructure encodes feature
maps Fi into key features ψi = Gi (Fi ) using a convolutional
network Gi and computes a matching score tiv , using the
received query µ ∈ RMµ and its key information ψi ∈

RMψ . We design Mµ ≪ Mψ to save bandwidth usage,
since the query information is broadcast from the vehicle
through wireless links and the key information is used for
calculating matching score locally. Inspired by the attention
mechanism presented in [36] and [37], each infrastructure
calculates the matching score tiv based on the general attention
mechanism [5], that is

tiv =
µT Waψi∥∥µT Wa

∥∥ ∥ψi∥
, (1)

where Wa ∈ RMµ×Mψ is a learnable matrix. Once all neigh-
boring infrastructures send their scores back to the vehicle,
the vehicle normalizes the scores into a probability using a
softmax layer. For example, a score tiv can be normalized
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Fig. 5. Region proposal network architecture. The backbone part is performed
to generate a multi-scale representation of the input features, and the detection
head part is used to estimate a probability score and a bounding box of the
proposed region.

using a standard softmax function σ as

σ(tiv) =
exp(tiv)∑N

j=1 exp(t jv)
. (2)

During inference, the vehicle selects neighboring infrastruc-
tures according to the probability distributions σ(t) with t =

(t1v, · · · , tNv.) ∈ RN . For example, the infrastructure q with
the highest probability is selected for cooperative perception,
that is

q = arg max
i
σ(tiv). (3)

Once the vehicle receives feature maps Fq from the infras-
tructure q, it uses the corresponding probability σ(tiq) to refine
Fq as

Fσ,q = σ(tiq)⊗ Fq . (4)

where ⊗ denotes element-wise multiplication. After that, the
vehicle concatenates Fv and Fσ,q along the channel dimension
to generate the refined feature maps F′

v , which is given by
F′
v = [Fv,Fσ,q ]. Note that the neighboring infrastructure

selection and feature fusion can be generalized to top-Ns
selection and fusion as well. The refined feature maps F′

v are
fed into the region proposal network to get 3D object detection
results.

C. Region Proposal Network

In the final stage, a region proposal network D, consisting
of a backbone followed by a detection head, is performed
to classify objects and predict bounding boxes. The objective
of the backbone is to map the refined feature maps F′

v

into multi-scale representation and the detection head is then
performed to detect objects as Ov = Dv(F′

v). Our backbone
follows a CNN architecture similar to the one used in [16],
which processes features at three different spatial resolutions.
As shown in Fig. 5, the backbone consists of three blocks
(Conv1, Conv2, and Conv3). Specifically, Conv1 consists of
four 2D convolutional layers with 128 channels and a filter size
of 3 × 3 each. Conv2 consists of six 2D convolutional layers
with 256 channels and a filter size of 3×3 each. Conv3 consists
of six 2D convolutional layers with 512 channels and a filter
size of 3 × 3 each. The stride size of the first convolutional
layer of each block is 2 and the stride size of the following

convolutional layers of each block is 1. Each convolution layer
is followed by BN [34] and ReLU [35]. Next, we merge the
outputs of the three blocks. Since the size of feature maps
extracted from the three blocks are ordinarily different, we use
a transposed 2D convolutional layer [38] to up-sample each
feature map to a fixed size of (256 ×

H
2 ×

W
2 ), see DeConv1,

DeConv2 and Deconv3 in Fig. 5. The number of channels
of each transposed 2D convolutional layer is 256, and the
filter and stride sizes of DeConv1, DeConv2 and DeConv3
are 1 × 1, 1, 2 × 2, 2, 4 × 4, and 4, respectively. After that,
we use a convolutional layer with 2 channels and a filter size
of 1 × 1 to get a probability score ϱ ∈ [0, 1] and a parallel
convolutional layer with 14 channels and a filter size of 1×1 to
predict a bounding box A = (xa, ya, za, wa, la, ha, θa), where
(xa, ya, za) denotes the center of the predicted bounding box
and (wa, la, ha, θa) indicates the width, length, height and
rotation angle, respectively.

D. Training

The framework is trained in an end-to-end manner. During
training, the vehicle communicates with all neighboring infras-
tructures and works as a central processor. Specifically, the
vehicle receives scores and feature maps from all neighboring
infrastructures, e.g., (tiv,Fi ),∀i , and concatenates its local
feature map Fv and attention refined feature maps of all
neighboring infrastructures, which is given by

F′
v = [Fv,

N∑
i=1

σ(tiv)⊗ Fi ]. (5)

Then, given point clouds S = {Sv, S1, S2, · · · , SN }, the param-
eters of the framework are optimized to detect objects and
predict bounding boxes Ov = {ϱ, A} = Dv(F′

v) by using a
joint loss. The joint loss consists of a classification loss Lcls ,
a localization loss Lloc and a direction loss Ldir . Let us denote
a ground-truth box as G = (xgt , ygt , zgt , wgt , lgt , hgt , θ gt ),
where (xgt , ygt , zgt ) represents the center of the ground-truth
box and wgt , lgt , hgt , θ gt denote the width, length, height and
rotation angle, respectively. The object classification loss Lcls
is defined as

Lcls = −ηa(1 − ϱa)γ log ϱa, (6)

where ϱa is the class probability, and ηa and γ are hyper-
parameters. The localization difference between a ground-truth
box and a predicted bounding box can be defined as

1x =
xgt

− xa

da , 1y =
ygt

− ya

da , 1z =
zgt

− za

ha ,

1w = log
wgt

wa , 1l = log
lgt

la , 1h = log
hgt

ha ,

1θ = sin
(
θ gt

− θa)
,

with da
=

√
(wa)2 + (la)2. The localization loss between the

predicted boxes and ground-truth boxes is given by

Lloc =

∑
b∈(A,G)

SmoothL1(1b), (7)
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Fig. 6. Bird eye view of three driving scenarios. There are three LiDAR sensors in the roundabout scenario, two in the T-junction scenario, and four in the
2-way T-junction scenario. The white dot circle represents the LiDAR sensors, and the yellow rectangle is the detection range. The autonomous vehicle is
driving from bottom to top.

Fig. 7. Examples of point clouds gathered from the vehicle and infrastructures
in the roundabout scenario given in Fig. 6(a).

where SmoothL1(x) [39] is defined as

SmoothL1(x) =

{
0.5 x2 if |x | < 1
|x | − 0.5 otherwise

(8)

Since the localization loss cannot distinguish flipped boxes,
a softmax classification loss Ldir is used to classify the pre-
dicted bounding boxes on discretized directions [33]. We gen-
erate the direction classification targets as follows. If the θ gt is
higher than zero, the result is positive; otherwise, it is negative.
The direction loss Ldir is defined as

Ldir = −ϑlog(ϑ̂)+ (1 − ϑ)log(1 − ϑ̂), (9)

where ϑ is the ground-truth heading and ϑ ∈ {0, 1}, ϑ̂ is the
estimated heading. The total loss function is then given by

L =
1

Npos
(βclsLcls + βlocLloc + βdirLdir ), (10)

where Npos is the number of positive anchors, and βcls , βloc
and βdir are scales used to balance these three losses.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Dataset

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model on
cooperative perception in autonomous vehicle systems, we use
an open-source urban driving simulator Car Learning to Act
(CARLA) [11] to generate a new dataset CARLA-3D. CARLA
provides open digital assets, including urban layouts, build-
ings, vehicles, and street infrastructures, and supports flexible
specification of sensor suites, environmental conditions, full
control of all static and dynamic actors, and maps generation.
CARLA enables the simulation of complex driving scenarios
as well as datasets, including LiDAR data and camera data, for
training and evaluation of autonomous driving systems. We use
fixed roadside infrastructure sensors and an autonomous vehi-
cle to generate our dataset. The vehicle and all infrastructures
are equipped with LiDAR sensors to capture point clouds. Our
dataset consists of three scenarios: a roundabout, a T-junction
and a 2-way T-junction. The roundabout scenario includes
three infrastructures with LiDAR sensors at 2 meters (2 m)
mounting posts placed at intersection. The T-junction scenario
uses two infrastructures and the 2-way T-junction scenario
includes four infrastructures. Each infrastructure mounts a
LiDAR sensor on 2 m high post, and all sensors are placed
to fully cover the driving scenarios, as illustrated in Fig. 6.
The dataset consists of 1788, 1610, and 1605 frames for
the roundabout, T-junction and 2-way T-junction, respectively.
Each frame contains two parts: 1) point clouds set and camera
images collected from the vehicle and all infrastructures;
2) an object list label annotated each object, which describes
the object’s ground-truth position, orientation, size, and class.
The objects in our dataset include vehicles and pedestri-
ans. Fig. 7 illustrates the point clouds captured from the
autonomous vehicle and different infrastructures in the round-
about scenario given in Fig. 6(a). We set the maximum number
of objects at any time to 60, including 10 pedestrians and
50 vehicles. The CARLA simulator can design traffic rules
and internal collision avoidance mechanisms to manage the
motion of the objects. In our dataset, the state of a pedestrian is
running or walking, and the probability of running or walking
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pedestrian is 0.8. In addition, we treat cars and trucks as
vehicles in our dataset, where the probability that a vehicle
is set as a car is 0.8. The training set, validation set, and test
set are randomly selected at a ratio of 6 : 2 : 2 in CARLA-3D.

Similar to common object detection datasets, e.g., KITTI
[40], we consider three difficulty levels of all objects: “Easy”,
“Moderate” (Mod), and “Hard”, depending on the size, occlu-
sion level, and truncation of 3D objects. We define objects in
an image with a bounding box height greater than 40 pixels,
the occluded area less than 33% and truncated area less than
15% as “Easy” level; objects in an image with a bounding
box height greater than 25 pixels, occluded area between
33% and 67% and truncated area less than 30% as “Mod”
level; objects in an image with a bounding box height greater
than 25 pixels, occluded area greater than 67% and truncated
area less than 50% as “Hard” level. To do cooperative object
detection using point clouds from LiDAR sensors located in
different positions and angles, each sensor needs to map its
collected LiDAR data into a unified coordinate system. For
example, the vehicle broadcasts its location information to
neighboring infrastructures together with query, and then each
infrastructure converts point clouds to the positions of the
vehicle. The location information of a LiDAR sensor equipped
on the vehicle contains its GPS coordinates Cv = (xv, yv, zv)
and rotation information, including yaw angles αv and pitch
and roll angles. Given the GPS coordinates of a point cloud
j of an infrastructure i and the GPS coordinates of the
infrastructure i , denoted as C j,i = [x j,i , y j,i , z j,i ] and Ci =

[xi , yi , zi ], respectively, the point cloud can be transformed
into the vehicle’s coordinate system as

C j,v = R(αv − αi )CT
j,i + R(αv)(CT

i − CT
v ), (11)

where R is a rotation matrix and αi is the yaw angles of the
infrastructure i . Since the pitch and roll angles of autonomous
vehicle and infrastructure are 0 in our dataset, R is defined as

R(γ ) =

cos(γ ) −sin(γ ) 0
sin(γ ) cos(γ ) 0

0 0 1

 . (12)

B. Evaluation Metrics

We use average precision (AP) [41] as a measure to assess
the detection performance of the presented 3D object detection
framework. AP is derived from precision and recall, which are
single-value metrics depending on the probability score and the
intersection over union (IoU). Before calculating AP, we first
calculate IoU [41]. IoU is given by the ratio of the volume of
intersection and volume of the union of the predicted bounding
box Bpred and ground-truth bounding box Bgt :

IoU
(
Bgt , Bpred

)
=

volume
(
Bgt ∩ Bpred

)
volume

(
Bgt ∪ Bpred

) . (13)

IoU is a number in the range of [0, 1], where 0 means no
overlap between Bgt and Bpred , and 1 indicates Bgt and
Bpred are completely overlapped. IoU is used to evaluate
the quality of the predicted bounding box position. When the
probability score ϱ in Eq. (6) is greater than a threshold δ and
IoU

(
Bgt , Bpred

)
is greater than a threshold σ , the prediction

is positive, otherwise negative. The precision e is defined as
the ratio of the number of correct positive predictions in the
prediction set, and recall r is defined as the ratio of the
number of correct positive predictions in ground-truth set.
Then, the corresponding AP for K recall levels [41], [42] can
be calculated as

AP =

K∑
k=1

einterp(rk+1)
[
rk+1 − rk

]
, (14)

with

einterp(r) = max
r̃ :r̃≥r

e(r̃), (15)

where K is the number of predicted bounding boxes, and e(r)
is the precision as the function of recall r . The k-th recall
rk is calculated by setting the probability score threshold δ

equal to the confidence score of the k-th estimated bounding
box, sorting by the confidence score in descending order.
The einterp(r) is an interpolated precision that takes maximum
precision over all recalls greater than r , which smooths the
original precision curve e(r). The mean average precision
(mAP) is given by

mAP =

∑M
i=1 APi

M
, (16)

where APi represents AP value obtained by detecting the i-th
class object, M is the number of classes in the detection task.

In addition, we use bandwidth usage (B) per frame and
average-precision-improvement-to-bandwidth-usage (AIB) to
evaluate the trade-off between detection performance improve-
ment and bandwidth usage of the proposed framework. Band-
width usage is measured by counting the number of bytes
which is sent or received through a wireless link. It is
not affected by the properties of sender and receiver. Our
experiments are implemented using Python with 32-bit floats.
For example, a value of size 1 occupies 4 bytes of memory
(a byte contains 8 bits) and can be converted to B =

4
1024

Kilobytes (Kbytes). AIB is defined as

AIB =
|υ − υ ′

|

B
× 1024, (17)

where υ is the mAP of the proposed cooperative perception
framework, and υ ′ is the mAP of the vehicle without commu-
nication.

C. Experimental Setup

We conduct four experiments to analyze the 3D object
detection performance of the proposed framework, referred
to as Learn2com. Firstly, we give an ablation study on size
of query and keys. Secondly, we study the effect of different
communication learning strategies on cooperative 3D object
detection in terms of communication bandwidth usage and
detection performance. Then, we compare the detection per-
formance of our method with those of five baseline 3D object
detection methods under Easy, Mod, and Hard difficulties.
After that, we compare the communication consumption
of the proposed method with the five baseline methods in
terms of bandwidth usage per frame and AIB. We consider
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the following five baseline 3D object detection methods for
comparison:

• LocVehicle: the autonomous vehicle only uses point
clouds collected from its local LiDAR sensors to do 3D
object detection.

• RandSelect: instead of learning to select one infrastruc-
ture to communicate with, in this method, the autonomous
vehicle randomly selects one neighboring infrastructure
for cooperative detection.

• CombAll: the CombAll model considers that the
autonomous vehicle communicates with all neighbor-
ing infrastructures for cooperative perception and each
infrastructure contributes its information with the same
weighting factor.

• AttenAll: the AttenAll model refines features from all
neighboring infrastructures using the attention weights
that optimized by the presented attention mechanism, and
concatenates the local features and the refined features for
cooperative object detection.

• F-Cooper [7]: a centralized feature fusion-based method
for cooperative perception. Each infrastructure com-
presses its features using three 3D convolutional layers
and sends the compressed features to the vehicle. The
vehicle employs maxout fusion operation. We retrain the
provided F-Cooper model using the same dataset setting
as our model.

D. Implementation Details

We set pillar size to lx = ly = 0.56 m, lz = 4 m,
and the maximum number of points per pillar � = 100 to
detect the vehicle. Each class anchor is described by width,
length, height, z center, and applied at two orientations: 0 and
90 degrees. Each anchor is matched to a ground-truth and
assigned to positive or negative (an object or background). The
anchor with the highest IoU that overlaps with a ground-truth
or is above the positive match threshold is considered positive,
while the anchor is negative when the IoU between the anchor
and all ground-truth is below the negative match threshold. The
anchors with IoUs between negative match threshold and pos-
itive match threshold are ignored during training. For cars, the
anchor has width, length, and height of (1.6, 3.9, 1.56) m with
a z center of −1.78 m. For trucks, the anchor has width, length,
and height of (1.9, 4.9, 2.05) m with a z center of −1.5 m.
For pedestrians we set pillars size to lx = ly = 0.28 m,
lz = 4 m, and set the anchor with width, length, and height of
(0.4, 0.4, 1.73) m and a z center of −1.5 m. We set positive
and negative matching thresholds of class vehicle (class car
and truck) anchors to 0.6 and 0.45, respectively, and those of
class pedestrian to 0.5 and 0.35. During inference, we measure
the AP metric with IoU threshold of K, which can be written as
AP@IoU K.

The hyper-parameters ηa , γ , βcls , βloc and βdir in the
loss function are set to ηa

= 0.25, γ = 2, βcls = 1,
βloc = 2 and βdir = 0.2. The proposed framework is trained
on a PC with four NVIDIA TITAN X GPUs. The models are
optimized by the Adam optimizer [43]. The initial learning
rate is 0.0002 with an exponential decay factor of 0.8 and

Fig. 8. Ablation study on the size of query under Easy, Mod, and Hard
difficulties in two driving scenarios. We use the key size of 128 and vary
query size from 4 to 32.

decays every 15 epochs. The training process is terminated
when the validation loss converges, and the model with the
best evaluation performance will be saved for test.

E. Experimental Results

1) Impact of Query and Key Sizes on Detection Perfor-
mance: In our attention-based communication block, the sizes
of query and key are considered to be different, where the size
of query is much smaller than those of key to save bandwidth
usage. To determine the setup of the sizes of query and key,
we do ablation studies on the different sizes of query and key.
Since we consider an 80.64 m×71.68 m rectangle detection
range with pillar size to lx = ly = 0.56 m, the size of
the feature maps extracted from the feature encoder network
is 64 × 128 × 144. We first fix the key size to 128 and
analyze the effect of query size on detection performance.
Fig. 8 shows detection performance of the proposed framework
versus the number of query size under Easy, Mod, and Hard
difficulties in two driving scenarios. We observe that the
detection performance of the proposed framework is increased
with increasing the number of query size under all difficulties.
The detection performance is increased dramatically when the
query size is increased from 4 to 16, and the performance
improvement is flattening when the query size is greater than
16. In addition, we conduct a similar experiment to study the
effect of different key sizes on cooperative 3D object detection.
We fix the query size as 16 and show the effectiveness of
different key sizes in Fig. 9. The experiment results show
that increasing key size can improve detection performance,
and the best performance is achieved when the key size is
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TABLE I
ABLATION STUDY ON COMMUNICATION LEARNING STRATEGIES UNDER EASY, MOD, AND HARD DIFFICULTIES

TABLE II
BANDWIDTH USAGE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED METHOD

AND THE BACKBONE-FUSION METHOD

Fig. 9. Ablation study on the size of key under Easy, Mod, and Hard
difficulties in two driving scenarios. We use the query size of 16 and vary
key size from 64 to 512.

128. Once the key size is greater than 128, the detection
performance drops and then flattens. This can be explained
that the key size of 128 matches the dimension of the input
feature maps 64 × 128 × 144. The experiment results indicate
that the query size of 16 paired with the key size of 128 can
achieve amenable detection performance, we thus set query
size to 16 and key size to 128 in our experiments.

2) Impact of Communication Learning Strategies on Detec-
tion Performance: We do an ablation study to illustrate the
effectiveness of different communication learning strategies:
1) the proposed method, employing features extracted from the
feature encoder network for attention-based communication

Fig. 10. Detection examples of different detection schemes in the roundabout
scenario.

learning; 2) a backbone-fusion method, using the outputs
obtained by the backbone of the region proposal network
for communication learning. We compare the proposed fusion
method with the backbone-fusion method with different sizes
of query and key. The comparison results are shown in Table I.
We observe that the proposed method gets higher detec-
tion accuracy than the backbone-fusion methods. In addition,
Table II shows that the backbone-fusion method requires more
bandwidth usage than our method. This is because compared
with the features extracted from the feature encoder network,
the feature maps extracted from the backbone are much deeper.

3) Detection Performance Comparison Under Easy, Mod,
and Hard Difficulties: Table III shows the car detection
performance comparison between the proposed Learn2com
and other baseline models, including LocVehicle, RandSelect,
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TABLE III
CARS DETECTION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON UNDER EASY, MOD AND HARD DIFFICULTIES

TABLE IV
TRUCKS DETECTION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON UNDER EASY, MOD

AND HARD DIFFICULTIES

TABLE V
PEDESTRIAN DETECTION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON UNDER EASY,

MOD AND HARD DIFFICULTIES

TABLE VI
THE VEHICLE DETECTION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON IN TERMS OF

MAP UNDER MOD DIFFICULTY IN ROUNDABOUT AND T-JUNCTION

CombAll, AttenAll and F-Cooper, under all difficulties.
We observe that, all communication-based models have higher
detection accuracy than the local processing method LocVe-
hicle under all difficulties. Although the proposed Learn2com
performs slightly worse than the attention-based centralized
perception method AttenAll, it gets better detection per-
formance than other centralized and decentralized percep-
tion methods, including LocVehicle, RandSelect, CombAll
and F-Cooper. The detection results of truck and pedes-
trian are shown in Table IV and Table V, respectively,
which are consistent with the experiment results in Table III.
The proposed Learn2com achieves better detection perfor-
mance than LocVehicle, RandSelect, CombAll and F-Cooper,
and gets comparable detection accuracy to AttenAll. All
communication-based models perform better than the local
processing model LocVehicle. In addition, we observe that
the pedestrian detection accuracy of all methods is lower than
the vehicle detection accuracy, since pedestrian detection is
harder than vehicle detection.

Fig. 11. Detection examples of different detection schemes in T-junction
scenario.

Table VI shows the mean average precision (mAP) of
vehicle detection. In the roundabout scenario, Learn2com gets
around 4.56 higher mAP than LocVehicle, 0.75 higher mAP
than RandSelect, 1.61 higher mAP than CombAll, 3.47 higher
mAP than F-Cooper but 5.07 lower mAP than AttenAll under
the Mod difficulty level. In the T-junction scenario, compared
with LocVehicle, Learn2com gets around 5.37 higher mAP
under Mod. Moreover, the mAP of Learn2com is slightly
higher than those of CombAll and RandSelect under Mod.
Fig. 10 shows detection examples of different detection
schemes in the roundabout scenario. Fig. 11 shows detection
examples of different detection schemes in the T-junction
scenario.

4) The Relationship Between the Final Choice of Infras-
tructure and Its Distance to the Vehicle: Table VII shows the
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TABLE VII
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FINAL CHOICE OF INFRASTRUC-

TURE AND ITS DISTANCE TO THE VEHICLE IN ROUNDABOUT AND T-
JUNCTION

TABLE VIII
PERFORMANCE-BANDWIDTH TRADE-OFF ANALYSIS OF COOPERATIVE

DETECTION METHODS IN TERMS OF B PER FRAME AND AIB

relationship between the selection probability of infrastructure
and its distance to the vehicle in pedestrian detection in the
roundabout and T-junction scenarios. We observe that the
final choice of infrastructure is not related to its distance
to vehicle. The selection of infrastructure is determined by
the training process of the framework. The three parts of the
proposed framework, including the feature encoder network,
the attention-based communication block and the region pro-
posal network, are trained in an end-to-end manner. During
inference, the one with highest attention score is selected for
cooperative perception.

5) Performance-Bandwidth Trade-Off Analysis: We com-
pare the bandwidth usage and AIB between our method
and the other four communication-based baseline methods,
which are CombAll and RandSelect, F-Cooper and AttenAll in
vehicle detection. For RandSelect, the feature maps with size
of 64×128×144 are randomly selected from one infrastructure
for cooperative detection. For CombAll, feature maps from all
N infrastructures, with data size of N × 64 × 128 × 144 are
transmitted for cooperative detection. For AttenAll, in addition
to the data size of feature maps from all N infrastructures,
query information with size of 16 × 1 is required for atten-
tion weights calculation and each infrastructure broadcasts
its attention score with size of 1 × 1, which is N × 1 for
N infrastructures. For F-Cooper, each infrastructure sends its
compressed feature maps with size of 128 × 128 × 144 to the
vehicle. The feature maps from all N infrastructures are with
size of N × 128 × 128 × 144. For our method Learn2com,
the data transmission includes feature maps from the selected
infrastructure, query information with size of 16 × 1 for
attention score calculation and an attention score with size of
1 × 1. Table VIII shows the performance-bandwidth trade-off
analysis of cooperative detection methods in terms of B and
AIB. We observe that the proposed method Learn2com has
a better performance-bandwidth trade-off than other baseline
models.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a novel cooperative perception

framework (Learn2com) for 3D object detection using an
attention-based communication scheme. Our work is based
on the fact that an autonomous vehicle can perceive the
driving environment better by combining sensing information
from neighboring infrastructures. The proposed framework
consists of three modules, which are a feature encoder net-
work, an attention-based communication block, and a region
proposal network. It first maps point clouds into feature
maps using the feature encoder network and then learns to
communicate with neighboring infrastructures for a better
performance-bandwidth trade-off. After that, the region pro-
posal network produces object classification results and 3D
bounding boxes. The proposed framework was trained in an
end-to-end manner, and adopted a centralized communication
scheme during training and distributed communication scheme
during inference.

In addition, we built a new dataset CARLA-3D for coop-
erative 3D object detection in self-driving scenarios based
on CARLA. CARLA is a widely-used open-source simu-
lator for autonomous driving research. We employed it to
produce numerically-realistic traffic flow and get realistic
sensory streams including LiDAR and camera data. The pro-
posed framework was analyzed and compared with five base-
line models. Experimental results showed that the proposed
framework achieves comparable detection performance to the
attention-based centralized perception method (AttenAll), and
performs slightly better than other two centralized percep-
tion models (CombAll and F-Cooper). Compared with the
centralized perception models where the vehicle communi-
cates with all neighboring infrastructures, the proposed frame-
work consumes much fewer communication costs in terms
of transmitted bits and accuracy-improvement-to-bandwidth-
usage. In addition, Learn2com gets better 3D object detection
performance than the local process model (LocVehicle) and
the random selection model (RandSelect), since the com-
munication block learns to fuse features extracted from one
of the neighboring infrastructures with a general attention
mechanism.

This work gives an extensive study on saving bandwidth
for collaborative 3D object detection, which has significant
potential in practical autonomous driving systems. The major
contribution of this work is to design a learning-based commu-
nication scheme and provide a better performance-bandwidth
trade-off for collaborative 3D object detection. Although this
work did not provide the experiment results on a real-world
dataset, it has demonstrated that the proposed framework
using the attention-based communication provides a better
performance-bandwidth trade-off for cooperative 3D object
detection. The effectiveness of the proposed framework in bal-
ancing performance gain and bandwidth usage will still hold
on real-world datasets. It would be interesting to build a real-
world dataset for cooperative perception using autonomous
vehicles in our future work. In addition, this work assumes that
the wireless communication between the vehicle and infras-
tructures is ideal, and all sensors are precisely synchronized
in time. Moreover, this work considers that the autonomous
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vehicle performs cooperative perception to augment the obser-
vations from different perspectives/infrastructures and increase
detection accuracy of objects in its own field of view. To
expand the perception range beyond the field of view of the
autonomous vehicle, our future work will reconstruct a large-
scale cooperative perception dataset, where all objects in the
complementary detection region will be labeled as targets,
and redesign the attention mechanism to further balance the
detection performance and communication bandwidth in new
scenarios. The proposed model was trained in a supervised
way. Similar to other supervised detection approaches, the
proposed model does not address dynamic communication
systems, such as unstable wireless communication channels
and sensor drift. How to design a more advanced attention
mechanism that leverages top-down information from detec-
tion models to help extract robust features during inference is
an interesting direction for future work.
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